
TAKE ACTION 
TOOLKIT—
INTRO & CHECKLIST

Holding a screening of PCBs: GE’s and the EPA’s 
Toxic Legacy is a great way to get involved in the 
Campaign for a Cleaner Hudson. General Electric 
(GE) has evaded responsibility for cleaning up its 
toxic mess in the Hudson for decades and the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is failing to 
hold the company accountable. With a little prepa-
ration, you can educate your community about the 
issues at stake and then take action! 

Step 1: Find the right location and set a date and time
You can show the documentary in your home, at a local library, school or place of worship. Check with any 
potential venue to ensure they have the proper equipment for film viewing and ask if they have a reserva-
tion process or fee. Each screening and Action Session should take approximately 1.5 hours. 

Fill out the screening form to register your event and request additional materials by clicking here: 
http://goo.gl/forms/0Nh8Ty7L2v

Step 2: Get the word out
There are so many ways to let everyone know about your event: talk to your neighbors, friends, family  
and other activists; send out an email invitation and ask for recipients to forward it to others; create a 
Facebook event page; post fliers in local coffee shops and on community boards; and invite your local  
legislators and community leaders to help you spread the word. Tweet using the hashtag #ToxicLegacy 
and include #CleanerHudson to further your reach. 

Step 3: Tech check
Check to make sure the sound and visuals are working appropriately at least 24 hours ahead of your 
screening. Skip to various points in the film and confirm you can hear the words and music and that the 
room is dark enough to see the images from anywhere the audience will sit.  

Step 4: Show the film and take action
Print extra handouts and a sign-in sheet to track participation and follow-up. Add variety and depth to your 
screening by holding a Q&A after the film and inviting your audience to take action via social media, email, 
and phone (see the action guide later in the Toolkit for more info and printable materials for your 
screening).

http://goo.gl/forms/0Nh8Ty7L2v


TAKE ACTION 
TOOLKIT—
Advertising Your Event

Use the customizable posters and materials below 
to advertise your event (or make up your own)!

BY EMAIL:
Dear _________, 

I’m inviting you to a screening of PCBs: GE’s and the EPA’s Toxic Legacy, a new short documentary from ac-
claimed filmmaker Jon Bowermaster. The provocative film looks at the Hudson River—the nation’s largest 
federal hazardous waste site, stretching 200 miles—and the longstanding campaign to remove PCBs from 
its waters, improving the health of people who live along the river and making its fish safe to eat.

For decades, General Electric (GE) has evaded responsibility for cleaning up these toxins it dumped in the 
river and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has failed to hold the company accountable. 
Please join me for the screening to learn more about ongoing threats from this disaster and how you can 
take action on behalf of the Hudson, a critical environmental and economic resource for New York and the 
nation. Future generations are depending on us for a healthier river.

WHAT:  PCBs: GE’s and the EPA’s Toxic Legacy 
WHEN:  (DATE & TIME)
WHERE:  (LOCATION)
ADMISSION: Free

Following the screening, I’ll moderate a Q&A discussion and we’ll take concrete actions to support the 
Campaign for a Cleaner Hudson. 

I hope to see you there!

Sincerely, 

(YOUR NAME) 

FACEBOOK & TWITTER:
Make a Facebook event and invite your friends or simply post on your friends’ walls!

Facebook:

Join me for a film screening and premiere of PCBs: GE’s and the EPA’s #ToxicLegacy by Jon  
Bowermaster. A discussion and action session will follow, and we’ll learn how we can join the 
fight for a cleaner Hudson. The screening is free, but please RSVP to reserve a seat. 

Twitter:
Join me for a premiere of the mini-doc #ToxicLegacy on (DATE) & take action 
to #RestoreOurRiverFromPCBs. DM me for more details!



PCBs: GE’s and the 
EPA’s Toxic Legacy

Film Screening and Q&A Discussion

A new short documentary from acclaimed filmmaker 
Jon Bowermaster looks at the Hudson River— 
the nation’s largest federal hazardous waste site,  

stretching 200 miles—and the longstanding campaign 
to remove PCBs from its waters.

WHAT: PCBs: GE’s and the EPA’s Toxic Legacy

WHEN:

WHERE:

ADMISSION: Free

For decades, General Electric evaded responsibility for cleaning up the toxins it  
dumped in the river and now the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is failing 

to hold the company accountable. Learn more about ongoing threats from  
this disaster and how you can take action on behalf of the Hudson.

Future generations are depending on us for a healthier river.

For more information contact:



TAKE ACTION 
TOOLKIT—
Action Guide: 
Social Media

General Electric (GE) dumped toxic PCBs into the Hudson River for decades and the U.S. Environmen-
tal Protection Agency (EPA) is failing to hold the company accountable. Falling short in the Hudson—the 
country’s largest toxic cleanup—poses significant risk to the physical and economic health of the Hudson 
Valley and sets a frightening standard for toxic cleanup sites nationwide. 

Help us ramp up pressure on the EPA and General Electric by taking the following steps:

Twitter

Use the official hashtag #ToxicLegacy 

• @EPA + @generalelectric: we need clean water not a toxic waste site! Why no more dredging of the
Hudson River PCBs? You’re leaving a #ToxicLegacy

• The @EPA is failing to protect the environment & our health: http://bit.ly/1WtWidw Watch 
the new mini-doc to learn more #ToxicLegacy

• I just watched the new mini-doc #ToxicLegacy: http://bit.ly/1WtWidw Check it out &
ask @generalelectric + @EPA to #RestoreOurRiverFromPCBs

• Use your #twitterfortheriver! Watch the new mini-doc #ToxicLegacy about PCBs in the
Hudson: http://bit.ly/1WtWidw & RT to spread the word

Facebook 

Tag @GE and @EPA in all your posts! 

• I just watched the new mini-doc about @GE’s #ToxicLegacy on the Hudson River and the @EPA’s
failure to protect the environment & our health. We need more dredging of the PCBs!
Watch the film, take action: http://bit.ly/1WtWidw

• Watch the new mini-doc about how the @EPA is failing to hold @GE accountable for the toxic PCBs
it dumped in the Hudson River for decades.
Share this post if you support a cleaner Hudson, not a #ToxicLegacy: http://bit.ly/1WtWidw

•  Visit the General Electric and EPA Facebook pages and tell them the Hudson needs more dredging, not
a #ToxicLegacy.

Follow @scenichudson & @cleanerhudson and retweet/share/favorite our posts to spread the word! 



CONTACT THE EPA
Call and email the head of the EPA, Gina McCarthy (202 564 4700; mccarthy.gina@epa.gov) and tell her:

• More dredging of PCB-contaminated sediments is needed to achieve a truly clean Hudson River.

• The federal Fish and Wildlife Service and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
have shown that the remaining PCB contamination will continue to put the health of Hudson Valley
residents at risk. NOAA found that the EPA’s goals for the cleanup will not be met.

• Studies have linked exposure to volatile PCBs with cardiovascular disease, diabetes, hormonal imbal-
ances, learning disabilities and other maladies among people who live in Hudson Riverfront communi-
ties. 

• The long struggle to remove PCBs from the Hudson—the nation’s largest Superfund site—sets a stan-
dard for cleanups of polluted air and water across the nation. 

• Federal inaction and corporate shortsightedness will continue imperiling the health and safety of any-
one who lives along the Hudson—the EPA must act.

SEND A LETTER
• If you’ve registered your documentary screening event with the Campaign for a Cleaner Hudson, you

can request a free stack of postcards addressed to the EPA. Email jsalt@scenichudson.org if you
haven’t already made the request!

EVEN MORE
• There are many more actions you can take to support the fight for a cleaner Hudson. Write a letter to

the editor of your local newspaper; work with your local elected officials to pass a community resolu-
tion calling for the cleanup—and organize more screenings!

TAKE ACTION 
TOOLKIT—
Action Guide:  
Contact the EPA



TAKE ACTION 
TOOLKIT—
Frequently Asked 
Questions & Handouts

advisories. 

6. What other government agencies are in charge of monitoring GE’s cleanup? 
A: The EPA is the only agency tasked with direct oversight. It is solely responsible for ensuring GE 
achieves the project goals. State agencies like the Department of Environmental Conservation, 
Department of Health, Canal Corps and the Attorney General work with the EPA in an advisory 
capacity only. Two other federal agencies, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, also acted as advisors to the EPA during the cleanup. These 
agencies , the Hudson River Natural Resource Trustees, are tasked with restoring the Hudson 
River’s lost and damaged resources, which can’t begin until the EPA tells GE its work is done. 

7. What will happen if PCBs are left in the river?
A: Leaving contaminated sediment behind will delay the river’s full recovery by decades, limit future 
restoration opportunities, restrict the navigability of the river and Champlain Canal, and impair 
many communities from making long-term economic redevelopment plans.

8. Has New York State’s government addressed concerns brought up in the film? Is the cleanup 
a partisan issue?
A: 161 members of the state Legislature—across party lines—joined a chorus of local governments 
from Washington County to Westchester in asking the EPA to dredge enough of the remaining 
contamination so cleanup goals can be reached as expected. 

9. How have environmental groups—like Clearwater, Riverkeeper, Natural Resource Defense 
Council, Sierra Club and Scenic Hudson—helped to ensure a comprehensive cleanup?
A: Environmental groups have been on the front lines of the PCB battle for decades. When the 
project was being designed, we fought for a better, more thorough cleanup plan. And when the 
remediation started, we monitored the project closely, interacting with the EPA staff at every 
opportunity, bringing to bear good science and public input as the cleanup progressed.

10. Will it ever be safe to eat fish from the river? If so, when?
A: Yes, but when is still being decided. Currently, we’re facing generations of delay. The EPA was 
tasked and GE was legally obligated to answer these questions. Right now, both disown their 
responsibility.

11. Communities and states received funds from BP to help address the natural resources 
damaged by the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. Will New York communities receive similar funding?
A: The entire Hudson River PCB Superfund Site encompasses 197 miles from Hudson Falls to the 
Battery in New York City. So yes, communities all along the river whose air, drinking water, soil and 
sediment have been damaged or contaminated by GE’s PCB pollution are eligible to receive funding 
through the Hudson’s natural resource damage assessment (NRDA) to help restore and/or 
compensate for the long-time damages caused by PCB pollution. But unlike BP, GE has denied it 
has any NRDA responsibility and will likely fight this legally mandated requirement—just like it 
fought the cleanup for decades.

12. What can we do to help make a difference?
A: Speak up! History and this project have taught us that’s the only way to make a difference. The 
EPA and GE are making decisions that will impact and hurt our communities, our health and our 
future for generations. They must make these decisions based on the best science and policy, not on 
political or financial interests. 

1. What are PCBs?
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) are a group of man-made chemicals containing carbon, hydrogen and chlorine 
atoms. These atoms can be combined into a total of 209 different PCB molecules. Each PCB molecule contains two 
phenyl rings. A phenyl ring consists of six carbon atoms to which hydrogen atoms are attached. In PCBs, chlorine 
atoms replace some of the hydrogen atoms.

2. What are the most common ways humans are exposed to PCBs?
Exposure to PCBs can occur through consumption of contaminated food or water, direct skin contact or breathing 
contaminated air. Eating fish is the major human route of exposure to Hudson River PCBs. PCBs travel very easily 
between air, water and soil. They are not very soluble in water, but readily soluble in fats. They also have a natural 
affinity for traveling up the food chain and accumulating in many organisms, including humans. Once PCBs enter the 
body, they tend to be absorbed into fat tissue and remain there. PCBs can be measured in air, drinking water, soil, 
sediment, solid waste, blood, fatty tissue, milk, and fish and dairy products.

3. What are the health effects of exposure to PCBs?
PCBs are known to cause a variety of types of cancer in rats, mice and other study animals, and they are considered a 
probable human carcinogen. Studies in humans found increased rates of melanomas, liver cancer, gall bladder cancer, 
biliary tract cancer, gastrointestinal tract cancer and brain cancer. PCBs may be linked to breast cancer as well. Non-
cancer risks from exposure to PCBs include dermal and ocular lesions; cardiovascular problems; diabetes; liver and 
kidney disorders; reduced birth weight, conception rates and live birth rates; persistent and significant deficits in 
neurological development, including visual recognition, short-term memory and learning; and developmental problems 
due to interference with thyroid hormone levels.

4. What are the goals of the Hudson River cleanup—and who measures its success?
The main remediation goal was to reduce levels of PCBs in fish—to 0.05 mg/kg in fish fillet, a level that would allow 
an adult to eat a half-pound portion per week safely. Other goals include compliance with federal and state water 
quality standards, reduction of cancer and non-cancer health risks to humans through exposure pathways other than 
fish consumption (such as through primary and secondary contact), reducing the inventory (mass) of PCBs in 
sediments that can contaminate humans and animals, and minimizing the long-term transport of PCBs flowing daily 
over the Federal Dam in Troy to the Lower Hudson River. The EPA is tasked with holding GE accountable for achieving 
project goals—but New York State and its citizens must hold the EPA accountable for doing its job and completing 
this mission.

5. Who is paying for the cleanup?
Primarily, General Electric, the company that dumped the pollution in the river. This includes just the active 
remediation expenses and certain other associated costs like fish consumption advisories.

6. What other government agencies are in charge of monitoring GE’s cleanup?
The EPA is the only agency tasked with direct oversight. It is solely responsible for ensuring GE achieves the project 
goals. State agencies like the Department of Environmental Conservation, Department of Health, Canal Corps and the 
Attorney General work with the EPA in an advisory capacity only. Two other federal agencies, the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, also acted as advisors to the EPA during the 
cleanup. These agencies , the Hudson River Natural Resource Trustees, are tasked with restoring the Hudson River’s 
lost and damaged resources, which can’t begin until the EPA tells GE its work is done. 

 



TAKE ACTION 
TOOLKIT—
Frequently Asked 
Questions & Handouts

7. What will happen if PCBs are left in the river?
Leaving contaminated sediment behind will delay the river’s full recovery by decades, limit future restoration 
opportunities, restrict the navigability of the river and Champlain Canal, and impair many communities from making 
long-term economic redevelopment plans.

8. Has NY State’s government addressed concerns brought up in the film? Is the cleanup a
partisan issue?
161 members of the state Legislature—across party lines—joined a chorus of local governments from Washington 
County to Westchester in asking the EPA to dredge enough of the remaining contamination so cleanup goals can be 
reached as expected. 

9. How have environmental groups—like Clearwater, Riverkeeper, Natural Resource Defense
Council, Sierra Club and Scenic Hudson—helped to ensure a comprehensive cleanup?
Environmental groups have been on the front lines of the PCB battle for decades. When the project was being 
designed, we fought for a better, more thorough cleanup plan. And when the remediation started, we monitored the 
project closely, interacting with the EPA staff at every opportunity, bringing to bear good science and public input as 
the cleanup progressed.

10. Will it ever be safe to eat fish from the river? If so, when?
Yes, but when is still being decided. Currently, we’re facing generations of delay. The EPA was tasked and GE was 
legally obligated to answer these questions. Right now, both disown their responsibility.

11. Communities and states received funds from BP to help address the natural resources
damaged by the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. Will New York communities receive similar 
funding?
The entire Hudson River PCB Superfund Site encompasses 197 miles from Hudson Falls to the Battery in New York 
City. So yes, communities all along the river whose air, drinking water, soil and sediment have been damaged or 
contaminated by GE’s PCB pollution are eligible to receive funding through the Hudson’s natural resource damage 
assessment (NRDA) to help restore and/or compensate for the long-time damages caused by PCB pollution. But unlike 
BP, GE has denied it has any NRDA responsibility and will likely fight this legally mandated requirement—just like it 
fought the cleanup for decades.

12. What can we do to help make a difference?
Speak up! History and this project have taught us that’s the only way to make a difference. The EPA and GE are 
making decisions that will impact and hurt our communities, our health and our future for generations. They must 
make these decisions based on the best science and policy, not on political or financial interests. 



The voice of the people must sound loudly NOW—tell EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy 
(202 564 4700 or mccarthy.gina@epa.gov) more dredging is needed for the Hudson. 

EPA Shouldn’t Allow GE to Leave the River until the Job is Done 
River advocacy groups, government agencies and an entire river of communities and concerned citizens must hold EPA accountable to 
the job it was tasked to do— ensure General Electric (GE) cleans up enough PCBs in the upper Hudson to achieve the goals that were 
promised. EPA & GE want to leave communities and taxpayers holding the bag—and the bill—for a public and environmental health 
threat they did not create. 

New York deserves a truly successful Hudson River PCB cleanup that will:
• Allow damaged natural resources and wildlife—including the fish many families are eating—

to recover more quickly

• Safeguard public health in riverfront communities

• Restore navigation in the Champlain Canal—critical for resuming commercial activity upstate

Every Superfund site requires the polluter to do two things: clean up the hazardous waste they dumped and compensate the public 
for the injury and loss of services from severely polluted resources—as determined through the Natural Resource Damage Assessment 
(NRDA). But there are highly polluted acres of sediment and the heavily contaminated navigational channel that EPA is saying is “ok” 
to leave behind in the Upper Hudson. This pollution will deny New York and waterfront communities the NRDA restoration opportunities 
they deserve. Bottom line, EPA is not leaving the Hudson ready for the federal agencies who must carry out NRDA responsibilities.

A CLEANER, HEALTHIER HUDSON HANGS IN THE BALANCE 
A Profound Environmental Legacy



What’s at stake?
For upper Hudson communities: A restored Hudson River that can be the foundation of economic and waterfront revitalization 
plans. Among other shortfalls, the current cleanup will fail to remove large amounts of highly contaminated sediments, including those 
preventing the NYS Canal Corporation from implementing its constitutional duty to maintain a navigable Champlain Canal. Since the 
1980s, the Canal Corp. has been unable to conduct navigational dredging in the canal due to high PCB concentrations, leading to a 
gradual reduction in navigability. Today the canal is virtually impassable for large vessels.  

For lower Hudson communities: No PCB-contaminated sediments will be removed from the lower Hudson. Riverfront communities 
below the Troy Dam are counting on a thorough cleanup of the upper Hudson’s river bottom—the only way to stop large amounts of PCBs 
from pouring over the dam, continuing to impact the health and local economies on which millions of downstate New Yorkers depend. 

Time is running out
With 5 years of dredging experience to draw upon, it’s clear that a successful cleanup and healthier river are possible decades sooner, 
but only if  EPA moves GE toward achieving the goals of the project. GE must address the remaining substantial deposits of PCBs—
both in the river and the floodplains—responsibly and aggressively.

Without strong, effective action now, the ecological health of the river and the economic revitalization of communities along it may 
have to wait a decade or more while the NRDA restoration is litigated, further delaying the environmental and economic recovery of 
a portion of the river that’s long been devastated by GE’s toxic legacy.

Leadership and public pressure is critical  
Without delay, EPA must objectively and scientifically review GE’s cleanup to date and lay the path towards an agreement that would 
comprehensively address the remaining pollution in the Hudson River.

The voice of the people must sound loudly NOW—tell EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy 
(202 564 4700 or mccarthy.gina@epa.gov) more dredging is needed for the Hudson. 
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